
Partnerships

At MANOA we are searching for innovative ways to make a
difference. Our ecosystems include Down syndrome, Nature and
HIV/AIDS. We are a bridge between international organisms, private
companies and people who simply believe that they can really make
a difference. Discover more about us on:

www.hello-manoa.com 

@hellomanoa

Better
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A partnership between your foundation and
MANOA will accelerate raising awareness. It
offers a better visibility, an opportunity to
inspire and cooperate with others as well as
reaching out to people not related to nature.

Being present on a more diverse platform
such as MANOA will allow you to attract the
attention of others and, by joining forces, it
will take us closer to a better understanding
of our planet, and therefore, better actions
to protect it.

Our VisionWhat we 
want to do 

Why it will help
raise awareness 



More visibility to the work of your foundation around the
world & people not necessarily related to your topic.

Allow other countries to discover your work & inspire
themselves.

Create possible collaborations between foundations &
the private sector.

Create common projects together to help our task of
showing the world what can be done to move forward,
faster.

Translation of your achievements to Spanish to reach
out to the more than 460 million Spanish speaking
people.

Reach out to people through our social media.

 Your logo on our website with link to your website for
direct contact.

A partnership with MANOA includes:



Next steps:

Send us an email at:
ebradley@hello-manoa.com

We will then ask you some
questions to get to know you
better! We want to hear about
your upcoming plans!

Let's book a call and see
where we can work together! 

We will work on a calendar for
the upcoming months and
send it to you!

Share your logo with us for us
to publish it on our website
and start sharing your
achievements! 

Easy Peasy !

How does it
work?



Join the
adventure

Welcome! 


